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Closed book.
answer.

1)

a. 14.7 mm.
b. 9.77 mm.
c.4.22mm.
d. 2.61 mm.
e. 7 .33 mm.

No work needs to be shownfor multiple-choice questions. Choose the closest

ACI

A machine part is vibrating according to the equation
A(t; = 1.8cm sin(31.4 t/sec) .

At what time t >0 does it reach it's peak for the second time?
a) 0.05s
b) 0.1s
;i ;:i;' AtD = l'8s;r' tlr'+t)
d) 0.2s 

I

e)0.25s =)T=T'O'zrs)

s> la=31.4 Y"db=27-{ =zS= 5Hz

2)
In an experiment to measure the wavelength of light using a double slit, it is
found that the fringes are too close together to easily count them. To spread out
the fringe pattern, one could:

a. decrease the slit separation, d.
b. increase the slit separation, d.
c. increase the width of each slit, w.
d. decrease the width of each slit, r,rr.

e. decrease the screen-to-slit distance, L.

3)
Helium-neon laser light (r. - 635 nm) is sent through a 0.650 mm wide single slit.

What is the width of the central maximum on a screen 7.50 m from the slit?
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4)
Parallel light rays, in air, move towards a glass

shape of unknown geometry. Choose the

I appropriate glass shape that would give you

d exiting parallel light rays that are slightly bent
\l upwards compared to the efitering light rays.

entering
light rays
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J*o lr^* +)^" ry &ff^* U

s)
Unpolarized light is passed through polarizer l. The light then goes though polarizer 2 with

its plane of polarization at 30.0o to that of polarizer 1. What fraction of the intensity of the

incident unpolarized light gets transmitted past the second polarizer?

/
,

J)

a. 0.750.
b. 0.500.
c. 0.866.
d. 0.433.
e.0.375.
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6)

A 0.20-kg block rests on a frictionless level surface and is attached to a horizontally aligned
spring with a spring constant of 40 N/m. The block is initially displaced 4.0 cm from the
equilibrium point and then released to set up a simple harmonic motion. What is the speed of
the block when it passes through the equilibrium point?

7)

a. 2.1mls.
b. 1.6 m/s.
c. 1.1 m/s.
d. 0.57 m/s.
e. 0.32 m/s.

a. 0.0024 nm.
b. 0.0674 nm.
c. 0.0687 nm.
d. 0.0626 nm.
e. 0.158 nm.

a. 3.20 m/s.
b. 9.39 m/s.
c. I1.9 mis.
d. 17 .4 rnls.
e. 18.3 m/s.

U

-lI= 2.q2 v lD (w)

t)so".,d - 1)o ? lo5 =
G*,,J + 1)s

tu= o-zV3 , L= 4o D/,n,

t r,rf uroy) E = + bA' =
I

a

at egra;lrbr-,uvn ya\rat , e =)d=+ wl,D> + U=ff = DS,l ^p
Radioactive 'l]ni Oecays into 2f Po. Which of the following particles is released in the

decay?

a. a proton.
b. an alpha particle. bet^ do^y .

c. an electron. -/
d. a positron.
e. a neutron.

8)
. X-rays of wavelength of 0.0650 nm undergo Compton scattering from free electrons in
carbon. What is the wavelength of photons scattered at 90.0" relative to the incident beam?
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e)

Two cars, with equal ground speeds, are moving in opposite directions away from each other
on a straight highway. One driver blows a horn with a frequency of 111 Hz; the other
observes the frequency as 105 Hz. lf the speed of sound is 338 m/s, what is the ground speed

of each car?
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10)

You perform an experiment in which you direct X-rays of wavelength )"= 5.00 x 10-rr m at a
crystal. In the experiment a first-order maximum occurred at 5.00" off the crystal plane.
Find the distance d between the crystal planes.

a. 2.87 x
b. 1.36 x
c. 6.24 x
d. 1.93 x
e. 5.74 x

10-'om.

10-ro m.

10-e m.

10-e m.

10-10 m.

2ds,rg= n^2 , r1A=l {"" Itt -det

2.1+6 Y 1.6 *ro-t1

b

11)

When light passes from air to glass, it bends:

a. toward the normal without changing speed.

b. toward the normal and slows down.
c. toward the normal and speeds up.
d. away from the normal and slows down.
e. away from the normal and speeds up.

t2)

\ A sodium surface is illuminated with light of wavelength 300 nm. The work function for

^ 
sodium metal is 2.46 eV. Find the cutoff wavelength for sodium.

rl
a. 300 nm.
b. 188 nm.
c. 743 nm.
d. 504 nm.
e. 1,240 nm. 6 6zbvtf** >t,Dt
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13)

The resolving power of a microscope depends on the wavelength used.
lf you wanted to resolve an atom, a wavelength of approximately 1.0 x 10-11m

is required. lf electrons are used, what minimal kinetic energy is required
for the electrons ?

lLh
= 

-
f rjzrvrE

lz
nL -:// A Tvvea) 1.5 keV A =

b) 15 keV

c) 150 keV

d) 1.5 MeV
e) 15 MeV

-j 19o6o eV = tg *eV /r
t4)
A ruby laser emits 694.3 nm light. Assume that this light is due to a transition
of an electron in a 1-dimensional box from its n=2 to its n=1 state.
What is the length of the box ?

(6.6t1*riv* -lS -= 2-4lx lo J
Ito-")t ,2,q-llvlo]f
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rrC
. f-: /u'Va) 0.5 nm

b) 0.75 nm
c) 1.0 nm

d) 1.25 nm
e) 1.5 nm

1s)

a) 50fm
b) 500fm
c) 5000fm
d) 50 picometer
e) 500 picometer
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Use energy methods to calculate the distance of closest approach for a head-on collision
between an alpha particle having an initial energy of 0.5MeV and a gold nucleus 1s7Au.

Assume the gold nucleus remains at rest during the collision.

^a= lxlD' { = +.5t*tdl! lYt
0.Jx to6y l-Lxro-l?

Au, i.e. gold, has a Z of 79 and an A of 197 .
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16)

\^ Find the energy released in the alpha decay of:
D ,r*rru -, "{* Th + 4rHe

First calculate the A,Z numbers to determine which isotope of Thorium td use, then
use as inputs accordingly:
ffiuronium = 238.050788u
ffithorium = 234.043601u or 232.038055u depending on isotope.

xx =orz - t--cro ? 'ii O -, ']!rL " tH e
a) 2MeV
b) 4MeV
c) 6MeV
d) 8MeV
e) 10MeV

t7\

bY= Ye-Ye = /L'L

mHe = 4'002tt
lu = 1 .6605 x l0-27kg or lu = 931.494MeY lcz
c = 2.9979 x 108 m/s

YY=ilt-t=)9+,

' E= [r*f i?tt>-ru(*!TL)-tftH)J,c'

= f ,*. oio'lzz u - z)Lt o4 >6ot u - 4-a,.7"7' ", )t . +q+

= 4-Bt tuleV Y
An organ pipe has two successive harmonics with frequencies l372Hz and l764Hz.
What is the length of the pipe? N*.* *lnot twD e\^ccar6)ve harr,,a,tics h^, J, {orn

a) 25 cm

;i ;; :il G L=*t, re( L=). L L= rwr*)A", ( L= ur*) i#r o
e) 65 cmw) vJ w'Lt 

W 1-f,1. wY >-3r, ) a'-@ -v n= l-'lg Fll ," o18) 
@ y=]t+ Xffi L=z?+ ) L= l'1e* #; = o'Q) vu = 4\cw V

Two loudrp"rt ".rTp *" d.ir", byG same amplifier and emit sinusoidal waves /
of the same frequency and phase and amplitude. Speaker B is 12m to the right of
speaker A. The frequency emitted by each speaker is 688H2. You are standing
between the speakers alortg the line connecting them, and are at a point of
constructive interference. How far must you walk towards speaker B to reach a
point of destructive interference?

a)7.5cm b) 12.5cm c) 17.5cm d) 20cm
,-ro -F ye _!
A ] B

f = 688 H* =) A= #t = o.M+ w1
e) 25cm

a i1 n
I
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1e)
A ray of light is travelling in a glass cube that is totally immersed in water. you
find that if the ray is incident on the glass water interface at an angle to the normal
larger than 48-7 degrees, no light is refracted into the water. What is the refractive
index of the glass? (Water has n=l.33)

what's the minimum thickness of a soap film (n:1.33) in which 550nm light will undergo
constructive interference?
A) 400nm B) 300nm C) 200nm D) 100nm

a) 1.25 b) 1.45 c) 1.55 d) 1.75 e) 1.95

20)
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